For over a quarter of a century, LitNet has been known as a place that extends a warm welcome and helping hand to anyone seeking educational support, no matter their background or nationality. Last year, our Board of Directors took time to develop a strategic plan for our next quarter-century, evaluating past successes and future needs. As part of that work, we re-examined LitNet’s guiding principles-- our mission, our vision, and our values. Our hope is that our restatement of those principles will not only better guide our work, but inspire others to join in celebrating the diversity, flexibility, compassion, and community that defines LitNet.

Our Mission

LitNet seeks to transform the lives of adult learners, both immigrant and U.S.-born, through the power of literacy, education, and advocacy. Literacy is a gateway, not just to education, but to personal success and social inclusion. Our mission statement recognizes our need to both educate and advocate on behalf of our adult learners.

Our Values

We believe that everyone has a right to an education. We believe in the power of literacy to transform lives. We believe that challenges in life and learning should be met with patience and flexibility. And we believe that a connected community is a stronger community. These core values guide all that our staff, volunteers, and Board do.

Our Work

LitNet welcomes adult students from more than 20 different countries who speak a total of 14 different languages. More than 90% of LitNet’s students are
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Before leaving, we want to say thank you for your help and to share our LitNet experience!!!

One year ago, Loïc and I arrived in Lenox for living our “American dream.”

We had strong knowledge in English (grammar, vocabulary, conjugation...) but we definitely needed to improve our language!

Mary Spina & LitNet association helped us to meet our English tutors: Harriet Weitstone and Sibylle Baier.

To me, sharing experiences and living real situations (like visiting a museum, doing shopping, having dinner...) are the best way to progress.

They help us to feel more confident, especially when I started my job of Café Server at Canyon Ranch.

By the way, we learned so much about American lifestyle, local and cultural life.

We are so thankful, we couldn’t dream better tutors... Harriet and Sibylle are friends and we did some lessons all together with my husband too.

Not only we learned so much with them, but also, we get amazing friends forever!!! We already miss them.

Our stay in the Berkshires was unbelievable and we promise we will come back to visit our tutors and friends.

Take care and thank you!
Armelle & Loïc
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“WE ARE SO THANKFUL”
A note from Armelle and Loïc, two LitNet Students from France

The mission of the Literacy Network of South Berkshire (LitNet) is to transform the lives of adult learners, both immigrant and U.S.-born, through the power of literacy, education, and advocacy.

LitNet provides free, individualized, one-on-one instruction in reading, high-school equivalency test preparation, English for Speakers of Other Languages, and citizenship test preparation. Our professional staff and trained team of volunteer tutors offers generalized educational support and promotes access to a network of community resources.

LitNet is privately funded and relies upon the generosity of businesses, foundations, and individual donors to advance our mission.

LITERACY NETWORK OF SOUTH BERKSHIRE
100 Main St. and 211 High St. • Lee, MA 01238
info@litnetsb.org • www.litnetsb.org
413.243.0471
LITNET RECEIVES MAJOR GIFT FROM LENOX FAMILY FOUNDATION TO EXPAND U.S. CITIZENSHIP PROGRAM

In July, LitNet announced the receipt of a $50,000 gift from the Matthew and Hannah Keator Family Foundation to enhance LitNet’s citizenship program and expand its reach.

LitNet student Juan Cabrera recently completed the citizenship process after studying diligently with his tutor, Marty Sennett. Juan, who is originally from Mexico, passed his exam in August and was sworn in as a U.S. citizen in September. He explained, “I’m grateful to have found the Literacy Network. They helped me to pass my Citizenship Test. I thank them for all their help.”

In the coming months, LitNet will be expanding its existing citizenship training and support program to help more students like Juan succeed. The program will provide improved access to information and online study materials, offer specialized tutor training, and enhance collaborations with other local agencies that serve the immigrant population. The cornerstone of this project will be the creation of a scholarship program to defray the cost of the application process, which typically runs more than $700.

As a tutor, Marty was excited to hear about this gift to LitNet. He reflected on his experience: “It’s a privilege to help someone prepare for their Citizenship Exam. These students have waited long and worked hard for a chance to acquire something that many of us who were born in the United States take for granted.”

Marty explained that studying for the citizenship exam involves more than simply memorizing facts. “By the completion of their studies, the students have a sound understanding of how our government is designed to work, and how our laws and the Constitution have evolved over time within the framework of the original document. They also gain an appreciation for the rich diversity of individuals and cultures who have contributed to our nation. It’s tremendously rewarding to play a small part in continuing that tradition,” he declared.

Matthew and Hannah Keator, who are both multi-generational residents of the Berkshires, were inspired by LitNet’s exceptional track record and the people associated with the organization. They were eager to commit resources to strengthen LitNet’s efforts to help students achieve their dreams of attaining U.S. citizenship.

The Keators explained, “We salute LitNet of Berkshire County for their efforts in helping people to learn the English language. In addition, we want to support the assistance they provide to those who share the dream of becoming citizens. That pursuit is something we encourage and celebrate.”

IN HONOR OF
Justin Burke by Adrienne Zanini
Marsha Cohen by Francesca Frazier
Aunt Harriet Eichler’s 100th Birthday by Maris & Diane
Pat Finn by Starbuck & Anna Smith
Elsa Garcia by The Queenan Foundation & Alison Abrams
Virginia & James Giddens by Philip & Hilary Deely
Mary Spina & Marcia Powdermaker by Larry & Jane Pellish
Paul Kopperl by Phyllis & Harvey Klein and by Cris Raymond
Laurie Norton Moffatt by Lucy Holland & Charles Schulze
Lucy Prashker by Laurie Norton Moffatt
Cris Raymond by Phyllis & Harvey Klein
Nan Thompson by John Cortner
Sue Weintraub by Sandy and Marc Walfish, by Deborah & Steve Schreier, and by Michael & Linda Moskowitz

IN MEMORY OF
Fannie & Lenny Callahan by Margaret Callahan

Peter Coviello by Margaret Callahan
Andy Levine by Deborah & Steve Schreier
Etta Nager by Jill Wollins
Nancy Nirenberg by Dory Culver, by Allison Forsman, by Ronald & Linda Giancola, by Grier & Barbara Horner, by Joyce Hovey, by Deborah Knight Snyder, by Frederick Pullitzer, by Myron Schiffer, and by Wanda Styka
L. Edward Ovens by Diane & Albert Wellington
Lillian & Sol Schwartz by David & Risa Schwartz and by the Anonymous Fund at the Community Foundation of Sarasota County
Thank you to all of our donors.
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BUSINESSES
Adams Community Bank
The Annie Selke Companies
Berkshire Community College
Berkshire Co-op Market
Berkshire United Way
The Booklft, LLC
Boston Symphony Orchestra
Boyd Technologies
Brazabra Corporation
Cain Hibbon & Myers, P.C.
Cintas
Cohen & Wolf, P.C.
Cohen Kinne Valicenti & Cook
CompuWorks
Greylock Federal Credit Union
Guido’s Fresh Marketplace
Iredale Mineral Cosmetics, Ltd.
Kimball Farms
Lee Bank
Lenox Fit, Inc.
McTeigue and McClelland
NBT Bank
Nejame’s Wine Cellars
October Mountain Financial Advisors
Onyx Specialty Papers, Inc.
The Pittsfield Cooperative Bank
The Red Lion Inn
Salmon Run Fish House
The Sherman-Chester Wealth Management Group
Soren, LLC
Suburban Internal Medicine
Tom Farley Land Design, Inc.
Toole Insurance
Town Of Egremont
Wheatleigh
Wheeler and Taylor, Inc.
Zabian’s Jewelers

FOUNDATIONS
Arbella Insurance Foundation, Inc.
Anonymous Fund at the Community Foundation of Sarasota County
Berkshire Bank Foundation
The New World Fund of the Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation
Chauncey Loomis Fund
Gilson Family Foundation, Inc.
Jewish Women’s Foundation of the Berkshires
RBC Foundation - USA
Schwab Charitable
SMPs Family Fund
The South Berkshire County Fund of the Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation
Tavitian Foundation, Inc.
The Barrington Foundation, Inc.
The Carl and Toby Sloane Family Foundation
The Feigenbaum Foundation
The Geoffrey C. Hughes Foundation, LLP
The Purple Paw Charitable Fund
The Velmans Foundation, Inc.

INDIVIDUALS
Brooke Aaron
Emily Aber
Elise Abrams
John & Karen Ackrout
Marion Adler
David & Kyneret Albert
Richard & Marion Alford
Helen Alspector
Sue Arkins
Ruth Arnold
Ronald Ashendorf
Jerene Atoji
Dana Audia
Sibylle Baier
Joan Bancroft
Edward Baptiste & Wendy Philbrick
Rhonda Barad
Ann Barrett
Jerry & Mary Bell
Linda Berger
Richard Bernstein
Lous & Bonnie Bertocci
Paul & Phyllis Berz
John & Melissa Bissell
Noel & Paula Blagg
Lee & Sydelle Blatt
Ira Bloom
Valerie & Peter Bluhm
Charles Blyth
Jennifer Bodde
Hinda & Bill Bodinger
Sebastian Bonner & Anne Auberjonois
Benjamin Bonlander
Kathleen Bookman
Elizabeth Boss
Thomas & Lorita Bosworth
Sarah & Bronly Boyd
Carl & Stephanie Bradford
Doug & Barbara Brand
Jane Braus
Pamela & Andrew Breslin
Samuel & Molly Breslin
Sally Brooke
Cipora Brown
Richard Brown & Anita Loose-Brown
Tack Burbank
Deborah & Richard Burke
Justin Burke & Kevin Allan
Katie & Paul Burns
Laura Butler
Margaret Callahan
Mario & Laurel Calouzi
David Campbell
Mary Campbell
Eugene Carr
Mary Carswell
Deb Carter
Cheryl Casper
Lisa Cavender & Nicholas Kiernstead
Roselle & Alan Chartock
Claudine Chavanne & Harry Stuart
Matthew & Catherine Chester
Neil & Kathleen Chrisman
Walter & Ursula Cliff
Donald & Ellen Coburn
Marsha & Steve Cohen
Paul & Carol Collins
Kathleen Condon
Michael Considine & Shawn Leary
Considine
Vicky Cooper
Michael Cullen
Zoe & Stuart Dalheim
Susan & Ned Dana
Sheila Dauer
Robert Davenport
John Haskell Davies & Helen Hoffman
Davies
Ursula de Gersdorff
Katherine Dean
Catharine Deely
Virginia Delugan
Margaret Deutsch
Herb & Carol Diamond
Marcia Doelman
Leigh Doherty
Norma & Gilbert d’Oliveira
Peg Dotchin
Sheila Drill
Michael Duffy
Bill & Susan Dunlaevy
Freda Ecker Bernstein
Stewart & Lynn Edelstein
Gail Edwin
Tom & Linda Egan
John & Jewel Egelihofer
Michael Eisenstadt
Cia Elkin
Clint & Elizabeth Elliott
PeterEllison
Gray Elliott & Marianne Deignan
Lee Elman
George & Ginger Elvin
Susan Engel
Monroe England
Leila English
Elise Epstein
Laury Epstein
Phyllis Effinger
Tim & Sarah Eustis
Barbara Fabiani
Tricia Farley-Bouvier
James & Eugene Fawcett
Eric & Wendy Federer
John Felton & Marty Garton
Henry Felruto
Nora Fernandez
Lynn Festal
Lina Fan
Joan Firestone
Nancy Fitzpatrick & Lincoln Russell
Palma Fleck
Robin Fleet & Philip Coleman
Stefli Fletcher
Patricia Flinn
Henry & Susan Flint
Roz Forman
Susan Fouls
Neil Fox & Ellen Rudley
Francesca Frazier
Anne Fredericks & Marc Fasteau
Don Freedman & Susan Rothschild
Robert & Laura Friedman
John Fulop
Sharon Gamsin
Jeffrey & Glenna Gerard
Ronald & Linda Grancola
James & Virginia Giddens
Linda Gillespie
Marion Gilliam
Gregory & Paula Gimblette
Leon & Ruth Glazerman
Robin & Peter Goldberg
Virginia Goldner
Evelyn Gonzalez
Anne Goodchild
Elisabeth Goodman
Rhonna Goodman
Theodore Green
Richard Greene & Lindsay Crampton-Greene
Brian & Jane Greig
Joel & Judie Grossman
Pat Gurewich
Steven & Roberta Haas
Nancy Hahn
Bobbie Hallig
Scott & Ellen Hand
Joel & Marsha Handel
Susan & Doug Happ
Lucy & Benjamin Harms
Nicole Harrington
David & Merle Harris
Larry & Kristine Hazzard
Catherine Heidrick
Kenneth Heim
Chris Heinbockel
Daniel Hermanski
Glenn Hersh
Eliza Hewat
Stuart & Susie Hirshfield
Paul Hirl & Lynn Campanita
Sarah Hitchcock-Degregori
Lois Hobbs & Bob Luhmann
Barbara & Andrew Hochberg
Steve & Joanne Hodgin
Thomas Hodgkin & Barbara Spiegel
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Judith & Dan Hoffman
Erica Holborn
Quentin Holes & Kathy Reynolds-Holes
Karen Hopenwasser & Merrick Rossein
Jill Hornor & Yo-Yo Ma
Joyce & Leland Hoye
Marilyn & Eugene Hunter
John & Marilou Hyson
Marcia Imberman
Elvis Izaguirre
Lola Jaffe
Mark Johnson
Susan Johnston
Ronnie Kagle
Leo & Merle Kailas
Maris Katsir
Charlotte Kautman
Jane Kavanau
William Kaye
John & Francine Kelleher
Mary Kephart
Sarah Khors
Rudd Kierstead
Richard & Athena Kimball
Jeffry & Emily Kitross
Matilda Klein
Patti & Harvey Klein
Paul & Joan Kopperl
Roberta Kozinn
Barbara Koz-Paley
Leslie Kozupsky
Betty Kramer
Barbara Kubli
Stuart Kuller
Christopher La Rocca
Barbara Lafer
Laura Lawson
Marc Layton
Aaron & Lynne Leavitt
Stephen & Lois Lenett
Mary Levin
Martin & Hilda Levine
Toby Levine
Leslie Lichter
Laurie Lindner
Ben & Sharon Liptzin
Valerie Locher
Joe & Sandra Lopez
Eleanor Lord
Lisa Loring
Pamela Loring
Christopher Magee
Tony & Fadia Makdisi
Richard & Cindy Malik
Martin Manchester
Barbara & Roger Manning
Jainis Martinson
Georgia Massucco
William Matthiesen
Christine Mauro
Barbara & Christopher May
Martin Mayerson
Joanee McCarron
Lee McClelland
Betsey McKearnan
Abigail McKee
Catherine McKeever
Dorothy McTeigue
Michael McTeigue
Rolf Merton
End Michelman
Robert Michels
Nancy & Michael Miller
Marc & John Miner
Frances Montgomery
Kathy Morris & Bob Kraus
Lila Moses
Michael & Linda Moskowitz
Nancy & Glenn Mulier
Douglas & Dorothy Munson
James & Elizabeth Murray
Leslie & Rob Murray
Marti Murray
Sheldon Naparstek
Robert Nason & Lisa Sloane
Maria Nation
Christine Neill
Sandra Newman
Faith & Larry Newmark
Samuel Nickerson
Paula Ober
Mary Ellen & Paul O’Brien
Patrick O’Connor & Kerin McTeigue
O’Connor
Andy Olesker & Sarah Frank
David & Susan Olson
Mary Palmer
Carol Parrish
Stephen & Patricia Peters
Corey Phillips
Mary & John Philpott
Andrew & Katharine Pincus
Jeffrey Piper
Eric Plakun & Deborah Buccino
Dennis Pollock & Elizabeth Neale
Duncan Pollock
Marcia Powdemaker & Andrew Potter
Betty Prashker
Lucy Prashker & Tom Curtin
Lawrence & Abby Pratt
Eric Pressman
Bethany Price
Michael Pultizer
Cris Raymond
Juergen Reiche
Jacques & Jay Reichling
Art & Kate Remillard
Peter & Mary Rentz
John Reynolds
Karen Richards
Rick & Nancy Richardson
Rebecca & Matthew Riordan
Christin Robare
Neil Robbins
Adele Rodbell
Drew Roemer
John Rogers
Elizabeth Rosenblum
Charles Rosenthal
Mark Rosenthal
Linda & Jerry Roudebush
Jean & Georgeanne Rousseau
Linda Ruberto
Steven Rubin
Joan & Robert Rubinstein
Linda & Frank Russell
William & Deborah Ryan
Elizabeth Sacks
Pat Salomon
Malcolm Salfter
Diane Saunders & Bob Rosen
Elizabeth Sayman
Sharon & Ric Schalter
Loretta Scheel & Bob Bujalski
Mike Schiffer
Peter & Jeanine Schoeffer
Deborah & Steve Schreier
Charles Schulze & Lucy Holland
Peter Schulze
Joseph Schwartz
Alexander Schwed
Ellen Schwed
Katherine Schwed
Stuart & Harriet Schweitzer
Ellen Scott
Arleen & Keith Seidman
Leo & Adrea Seligsohn
Sally Set
Leslie & Stephen Shatz
Barry & Anne Sheridan
Sandsboro
Ben & Elaine Silverstein
Joseph & Adrienne Silverstein
Harvey Simon
Marcia Slaminsky
Turi & Paul Smilow
Chris & Marlene Smith
Debbie & Ashley Smith
George Smith
Judy Smith
Kathleen & Philip Smith
Margaret & Robert Smith
Starbuck & Anna Smith
Stephanie Smith
Syd Smithers
Robert Sondak
Mary Spinda
Jean Stackhouse
Kenneth Stahl
Donna Stein
Michael Sternschein
David & Lorna Strassler
Robert Strassler
Lawrence Strauss & Fran Weinberg
Grall Street & Anita Stuart
William & Rose Ann Sturgeon
Wanda Styka
Lenore & Paul Sundberg
Richard & Deborah Swiatek
Rose Tannenbaum
Richard & Ingrid Taylor
John Teichgraeber
Kenneth Terry
Peggy Thenot
Jane Thrall & Hawley Truax
Lubia Tibbett
Richard Tibbetts
Arlene & Franklin Tolopko
Janice Toran & Bob Bogomolny
Kip & Margot Towl
Debra Trautman
Charles & Julie Truax
Peih Tzuo
Barbara Unsworth
Michael & Joan Ury
Candace Volz
Jeffrey & Sally Vincent
Paul & Mary Vrabel
Marion & Neal Wade
Jeff & Karen Wadler
Michelle Waldman
Marc & Sandy Waifish
Lynn Walker
Laurence Wallach
Stacy Wallach
J. Warren
Terry & Lois Weaver
Ruth Weber & James Thatcher
Ron & Vicki Weiner
Michael Weintraub
Sue & Jay Weintraub
Diana & Albert Wellington
Wendy Wengler
Thomas & Suky Werman
Thomas & Margaret Wessel
Harriet Wetstone
Reid & Laird White
Peter & Jean Whitehead
Marilyn Wightman
Alan Wilcox & Lynn Bertelli
Michael Wilcox
Mark & Liz Williams
Randolph Williams
William & Mary Winters
Michael Wise & Susan Petee
Jay & Teresa Wise
Fran & Joel Walk
Jill Wollins
Kelly Wright
Jack & Georgia Yablonski
Adrienne Zanini
Raymond & Christine Zelehowski
Janet Zimmerman
Richard Ziter
Danni Zou
Paul Zuydhoek
LitNet Launches New Website

In February 2018, LitNet launched our newly re-designed website! Thanks to a grant from the Robbins-de Beaumont Foundation, we were able to revise and update our site to create a modern, effective, and easy-to-navigate resource for the LitNet community. The new site is fully responsive so that it can be viewed clearly on phones and other mobile devices. It also includes a multi-language translator, quick-contact forms, an interactive events calendar, and a comprehensive digital library of teaching resources for tutors.

This project was realized thanks to the incredible help of developer, technical advisor and longstanding volunteer, Bill Schaepe, as well as the design support of board member Lisa Cavender. The Website Working Group, (composed of tutors Ellen Boshe, Matthew Chester, Kathie Dean, Virginia Giddens, Bill Schaepe, Berly Shearn, Linda Taylor, and Ron Terry), as well as the Education Committee of the Board of Directors provided invaluable support.

LitNet values the success of our students and the growth of our network and community. Our students work with their tutors to achieve their own personal goals – whether that is to obtain a better job, become a US citizen, or simply learn how to better communicate with a co-worker or others in their community. Most of our adult learners have to work hard to balance challenging demands of work, home, and family with their desire to better their education. It’s not easy. Our flexible one-on-one tutoring strives to make their learning simple, convenient, and heartfelt.

LitNet’s Vision

Our vision – what we work towards –is an engaged, welcoming and literate Berkshire County community. During our first quarter century, we have succeeded in creating a wide network of support and friendship between hundreds of adult learners and their volunteer tutors. With your support, we hope to grow that network by many hundreds more over the next 25 years. The larger our network, the stronger our community.

BENEFIT CONCERT FEATURING EMANUEL AX
STRIKES JUST THE RIGHT CHORD WITH LITNET CROWD

May 26th was a wonderful night for those lucky enough to have tickets to the nearly sold-out LitNet benefit concert by world-renowned pianist Emanuel Ax at the Mahaiwe Performing Arts Center in Great Barrington.

LitNet President Lucy Prashker welcomed concert attendees and thanked leading sponsors, Greylock Federal Credit Union and Iredale Mineral Cosmetics, as well as the many other sponsors whose support enabled more than thirty LitNet students and their families to attend the performance.

Prashker highlighted LitNet’s special appeal—the one-on-one approach that creates powerful bonds between tutors and students. She also congratulated the evening’s raffle winner Georgia Massucco, who took home a prize basket containing four Tanglewood tickets and VIP parking passes, dinner at the Red Lion Inn, and a celebratory bottle of champagne from Wheatleigh.

From the moment he sat at the piano, Mr. Ax dazzled the audience with exquisite performances of Beethoven, Liszt, and Mozart, and a Chopin encore, for which he received an enthusiastic standing ovation by the grateful audience.

Alan Chartock, President and CEO of WAMC/Northeast Public Radio, wrote of the event in the Berkshire Eagle: “Manny Ax is, of course, a Berkshire citizen and one of our own. To know him is to admire this humble man who plays the piano better than anyone else. Ax was born behind the Iron Curtain and eventually came to the United States with his parents. He learned the language and fit right in.”

Inspired by the concert, Chartock continued, “LitNet is one of the most worthwhile nonprofits ever... LitNet relies on volunteers to teach our newcomers how to speak the language, which leads to employment, further educational opportunities, and a full American life.”

LitNet is grateful to Emanuel Ax and to everyone who helped make this concert a tremendous success.
Meet Domerica and Marsha

Domerica

Where are you from?
I am from Guadalajara, Mexico.

When and why did you come to the United States?
I came 9 years ago because some of my family is here and there are opportunities here.

When did Marsha become your tutor?
Almost 5 years ago. Before that I worked in a hotel everyday with Spanish speakers and I struggled learning English by myself.

How has Marsha helped you?
She has taught me so much about reading, speaking and writing. She is a wonderful person with a lot of patience. We talk about everything. She encouraged me to start my own business and helped me understand what I had to do. We still meet once a week and FaceTime when she’s in Florida.

What is your business?
My business is Berkshire Burrito. We make and sell Mexican food and smoothies. I started it twelve years ago. I love to cook and speak with the customers. It helps me practice English and learn more vocabulary. It’s a hard business in the winter because it’s slow, but the summer is busy.

Do you have children?
Yes, my son, Angel, is 13 years old and my daughter, Caroline, is 2 years old. I hope they go to college and get a good education, be happy and have good lives.

What are your challenges now?
Raising my children and working so many hours. Learning English is hard. I struggle with grammar, having long conversations, and writing good paragraphs. Also, I miss my country because most of my family is there. I haven’t been back in nine years.

What are your future goals?
My goal is to learn more English and to help others who come here and want to be independent. My dream is to be a teacher one day.

Marsha

What were the challenges when you first started tutoring Domerica?
Helping her was difficult because we couldn’t communicate well, especially on the phone. Her son would have to translate when possible.

How has she progressed over the years?
She has come a long way and is especially proud of being independent. Communicating with doctors, teachers and customers was very important to her. Her English has improved so much. She now asks questions and wants to know the meaning of every word she sees. Being in business forces her to speak well with better pronunciation.

How do you feel you’ve helped her and how are you helping her now?
We read short stories like “Seedfolks.” I ask her questions about the stories as she still needs help with comprehension. Each of us reading the same stories while I’m in Florida is the easiest strategy to work together. We FaceTime for conversation, working a lot on vocabulary. When she was starting her business, I helped her with resources like the health department, credit card system, etc. I understood her situation as I had a food business while raising my two children.

What do you admire about Domerica?
I admire how she handles the many things going on in her life, especially her children and her business. She’s a single mom with a lot of responsibility. Thankfully, she has two brothers here who own businesses and are a great support to her. I admire that she is taking night classes at BCC. How she manages it all is amazing!

Follow Us on Social Media!
@litnetsb
LITERACY NETWORK OF SOUTH BERKSHIRE
100 Main St.
Lee, MA 01238
413.243.0471
info@litnetsb.org
www.litnetsb.org

2018 Benefit Concert

Fadia Makdisi and Dr. Tony Makdisi
LitNet Board Member Leslie Murray, Rob Murray, and GFCU President John Bissell
William Zelada and Young Kim
Rafie Winner Georgia Massucco
Emanuel Ax
LitNet's 2018 Board of Directors
Rosalba and Enrique Castaneda